Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography of purine compounds for investigation of biomedical problems: application to different tissues and body fluids.
An overview of high-performance liquid chromatographic separation techniques (reversed-phase and ion-pair reversed-phase) used in the analysis of purine ribonucleotides, ribonucleosides and nucleobases, including procedures for sample preparation, is given. Coverage of the separation techniques is extended to the measurement of specific radioactivities of these compounds in tracer kinetic experiments for metabolic flux rate analyses. This article is focused on the development and adaptation of reversed-phase separation techniques for nucleotides, nucleosides and bases that are used to examine a variety of biomedical problems. The investigation of purine nucleotide metabolic disorders or physiological transitions in the pathomechanisms of different diseases and syndromes or in cell maturation processes, respectively, requires the application of chromatographic separation to a multitude of tissues and body fluids. These samples vary greatly in concentrations of purine compounds with low molecular mass, from ca. 5 mM to ca. 0.5 microM. The advantages and disadvantages of different techniques are critically discussed.